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RESUMO 
 
As preferências por redistribuição são guiadas pelo auto-interesse, embora todos os sistemas motivacionais que 
concernem à vida social afetam esta atitude, conforme nossos resultados para 57 países, estimados com os dados 
da sexta onda da World Value Survey. Testamos a importância de variáveis individuais (com e sem o efeito fixo 
de país), estimando o modelo econométrico com MQO, tendo um conjunto de variáveis categóricas como 
variáveis independentes, dadas as não linearidades observadas na amostra e confirmadas nos resultados, 
notadamente para renda e educação. Estado civil importa, assim como ideologia, a crença na importância 
relativa entre sorte e esforço na renda, bem como a importância de Deus. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Self-Interest is the main motivational system that determines preferences for redistribution,although all main 
socially directed motivation systems have some contribution, according to our results, for 57 countries, using 
data from the sixth wave of the Word Value Survey. We tested the role of individual variables using OLS to 
estimate pooled and fixed effects models, using a set of categorical variables. Non-linearities were specially 
found for the effects of the income and educational status variables. Marital status matters, as well as beliefs 
about the relative importance of luck and effort, ideology and the importance of God. Gender and age were not 
significant.  
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I - Introduction 

 
Tackling the global income inequality is one of the biggest challenges of our days and it is                 
one of the global goals established by the United Nations in 2015. National programs of               
income redistribution have been created. There are different forms of approaching the issue,             
such as evaluating the impact of such programs, but we follow the branch of literature that                
discuss attitudes toward redistribution, as in Alesina & Giuliano (2010), Corneo & Gruner             
(2002), Dion & Birchfield (2010), Guillard (2013), initiated in the second half of the 2000s. 
 
In five years, several hypotheses were corroborated, such as the importance of race, gender,              
income (based on the Meltzer-Richard model), externalities of crime, income mobility,           
beliefs about the origin of success, if luck or effort, ideology. Individual attitudes within              
specific countries or within macro regions were the usual units of observation. The above              
references are the most important ones dealing with  cross-country concerns. 
 
The motivation for this paper came after Snycer et al (2017) have concluded, using              
experiments in the USA, UK, India and Israel, that self-interest, envy and compassion were              
the major drivers of individuals’ preferences for redistribution (PR), but “not a bit of              
fairness”. Snycer et al (2017) observe that there are several concepts of fairness, and their               
discussion is specific about “distribution fairness” (if there is variance in outcomes) and             
“procedural fairness” (if the rules are applied equally to citizens). It is important to observe               
that attitudes towards “distributional fairness” is equal to an intrinsic value for equality. The              
role of fairness in shaping Preferences for Redistribution should be appraised again, which is              
one of the general aims of this paper. 
 
Meanwhile, we have observed that the economic literature has been increasingly testing            
hypotheses informed by social psychology, such as the “impressionable years” hypothesis,           
the role of socio economic background, the importance of family attachment, and the role of               
beliefs. On the other hand, we have also observed that the rationale for some controls, that                
could come from psychology, were not explained (as in the case of gender), or not               
structured in layers of explanation. Ideology itself has been well studied by authors from              
cultural social psychology, as in Haidt (2012), who makes an effort to uncover its              
foundations, while the determinants of culture are also discussed in psychology. This            
literature has not yet been integrated into economic literature. 
 
The authors from psychology cited above depart from assumptions from Evolutionary           
Psychology (Tooby & Cosmides (1992), Buss (2005)) which is making an effort to integrate              
human studies in an Unified Integrate Theory, what we find a promising approach to organize               
some Economic Literature. We claim that this approach could lead to new and more precise               
predictions. Another general aim of this paper is to integrate explanations from Economics             
(and other Social Sciences) with the explanations that can be provided by Evolutionary             
Psychology. 
 
We want to encompass the variables discussed in the literature in a framework in which               
social redistribution is approached as a social “good”, while the individual decides how to              
allocate his/her resources between this “good” and everything else. This good serves the role              
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of redistributing resources within a group, while the other goods fulfill other goals (such as               
buying food, giving a gift to the boyfriend, buying food to the kids, buying the best car in                  
town). There is an opportunity cost between these bundles, which gives the rate of exchange               
between goods. The predictions will be based on EP, although we strongly want to clarify               
that this approach does not imply rigidity of human behaviour, nor the lack of the importance                
of the environment (much to the contrary), not to mention the role of human creativity. 
 
As a final motivation for this paper, observing the data and the literature results, it was clear                 
that several relationships with Preferences for Redistribution (PR) were not linear, as in             
Guillard (2013), and that the effort to identify total, between and within-country effects, as in               
Dion & Birchfield (2010),  was the source of interesting results. 

The specific aims of this paper are as follows: a) testing if income, gender, age, social class,                 
health, education and marital status are correlated with Preferences for Redistribution (PR);            
b) testing if beliefs about luck and effort, valuing equality, valuing family and the daily               
importance of religion affects PR; d) integrating those variables and generating predictions            
through a framework unified by Evolutionary Psychology (EP); d) updating Alesino &            
Giuliano (2010) by using the sixth Word Value Survey wave. 

Using data provided by the sixth wave (2010 - 2014) of the World Value Survey (WVS) for                 
57 countries, covering about 80,000 individuals, we estimate models explaining people’s           
preferences for redistribution by using a large set of indicators informed by economics and              
evolutionary psychology. We found that the higher the income, the social class and the health               
status, the lower the support for redistribution. Completing a secondary degree and during the              
years of the undergraduate course (but not after obtaining the degree), individuals are more              
averse to redistribution, while gender and age do not alter these preferences. Beliefs and              
values matter: ideology, importance of God and the relative importance of luck and effort              
alter attitudes toward redistribution. While the results for individual variables are mainly            
driven by within-country effects, there are important differences in fixed effects that the             
literature needs to address.  

The following section (Section II) integrates the literature using the Unified Integrated            
Theory, section III describes the data and methodology and section IV displays and discusses              
the results. A conclusion follows. 
 
II - Humans and Redistribution 
 
The hardest question for this work is: what does Preference for Redistribution (PR) mean for               
a human being? Does it have any root in our evolutionary past? Our primary drive to                
redistribution is kin care, but we know that human beings have developed a cooperative form               
of social behaviour (reciprocal altruism), whose roots were the benefits of collective work,             
either for precautionary actions (storing food for winter), or for exploring the benefits of the               
division of labor (Buss, 2005). 
 
It seems that hunting was crucial for selecting these human characteristics (de Vore & Tooby,               
1985). Hunting was our major first collective enterprise in producing and a risky one (subject               
to a probability distribution of success), which gave an advantage to smoothing individual             
scarcity through sharing.  
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Critical for understanding Evolutionary Psychology’s approach, the main goals of a human            
being are: surviving (finding resources and protection), finding mates, caring for children            
(and close kin), and dealing with other human beings. Social life can be understood from its                
challenges: dealing with your family; working with your group; redistributing resources;           
forming coalitions to fight with other groups and self-positioning in social hierarchies (Buss,             
2005). Motivational systems, hardwired in our brains, help us search for our goals. 
 
Sharing is a human behaviour related to several aims, as smoothing scarcity, status             
displaying, but, in this paper, due to the specific question of the WVS, we claim that it can be                   
mainly related to the the goal of sustaining a positive pay off for the strategy of collective                 
working, by redistributing resources in accordance to the contribution of someone’s effort,            
avoiding cheaters benefits, following Tooby and Cosmides (1992 ), Haidt (2012) and Graham             
et al (2013). Graham et al (2013) call the motivation systems that guide fairness the               
“fairness/cheating” moral foundation. The concept of fairness of this framework is similar to             
the concept of distributional fairness of Snycer et al (2017). 
 
Following Graham et al (2013), the motivational systems, besides self-interest, are described            
by the pairs: care /harm (for yourself, for children), fairness/cheating, that guides            
redistribution, loyalty/betrayal authority/subversion (that guides self-positioning in       
hierarchies), and sanctity/degradation (probably a function of the coevolution with parasites).           
We argue that these systems, hardwired in the past, are helpful to understand preferences for               
redistribution in the modern world (Haidt, 2012; Graham et al, 2013). 
 
The self-interest motivation is driven by emotions such as fear, joy, sadness and happiness,              
when they are a response to situations that benefit ourselves. Desires are powerful drivers of               
this system, as hunger, thirstiness and sexual desire. The Meltzer-Richard (MR, 1981) model             
refers to purely self-interested motivated individuals. Individuals with income higher than           
the mean will have to pay taxes to finance redistribution, being averse to it. Individuals who                
will receive the benefits, the ones with income below the mean, will favor redistribution.              
Income and education variables that have been discussed in the literature are subject to this               
interpretation. Corneo & Gruner (C&G) (2002) include the variable “I would gain” to assess              
self-interest, as Snycer et al (2017). 
 
Alesina & Giuliano (A&G) (2010) introduces the negative externalities of crime in the utility              
function as an argument that could connect preferences for redistribution and inequality,            
assuming, as Dion & Birchfield (2010), that crime is caused by inequality. Security is a goal                
tuned by the same motivational system. Safer environments should decrease preferences for            
redistribution. 
 
The caring system includes the emotion of compassion for the children and has been              
extended toward the vulnerables, as the older and the sick. As well as we feel compassion for                 
the vulnerable, we feel anger for the ones who violate the rules of this system. Parental love                 
is the most important emotion in this category, while the love for the spouse is a very curious                  
emotion, since there is no genetic relatedness between the pair, but they obviously share              
common interest in the reproduction of their kids (in ancestral times) (Pinker, 2002). We will               
join the caring system for the nuclear family with the self-interest one. 
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Since we are integrating the individual self-interest and his concerns with nuclear family,             
marital status, another traditional variable in the literature, is easily captured in our             
framework, as well as variables that capture the vulnerability of the individuals (as             
unemployment, for example). Married individuals should prefer less redistribution, as well           
as “living together individuals” (with respect to other categories).  
 
Envyness, especially of peers, motivates us to change our position in social hierarchies,             
although we also have the feeling of respect when we believe that somebody´s position is               
deserved, and we may also accept leadership due to fear, when power is the source of status.                 
The motivation system that includes envyness is the authority/subversion system, that helps            
us to deal with social hierarchies, either accepting it or not. The variable that we will consider                 
to capture status considerations is the individual social class. An important branch of the              
literature discusses mobility, which is neatly integrated in this category. Using or data, we              
cannot fully explore mobility, and we will restrict the discussion to the interpretation of the               
results of education, health and the combination of income and social class. Controlling for              
income, we expect a negative coefficient for social class; given the social class, a negative               
coefficient for income may also indicate the wish to climb the ladder. A zero coefficient               
would indicate social conformity (mobility was specially discussed by A&G, C&G and            
Guillard (2013)). 
 
It is difficult to disentangle the relative importance of each moral foundation for a specific               
choice, but we first thought that the main trade-off between redistribution and “other goods”              
would be dictated by self-interest and fairness (to a lesser degree, to status seeking), but this                
interpretation was questioned by the work of Snycer et al (2017), that challenged the role of                
fairness. Reviewing the literature, we observed that its organization could be even better if we               
included the role of the other “moral foundations” in the discussion. 
 
Religiosity or type of religion have been found to be associated with social emotions (as               
trust) and with PR, what motivates us to include a religious variable in our framework, which                
is the importance of God in daily life. We thought that this belief could influence the                
opportunity cost of redistribution, maybe due to a feeling of protection (self-interest) -             
predicting a negative coefficient, or due to the communital values that are universally teached              
by religion (predicting a positive coefficient). A&G include types of religion in its discussion              
of the results for the WVS, which we can map into the “sanctity/degradation” moral              
foundation. 
 
C&G and A&G have discussed the importance of beliefs of the source of life outcomes, as                
form luck or effort. This is a fairness concern. The main hypothesis is that if poverty is a                  
matter of luck, it is fair to share, but if you have not contributed as much as you should, it is                     
not fair to help you. We will address the whole of luck and effort, as well. 
 
Ideology has been found to significantly affect PR, and left-wing individuals favour PR more              
than left-wing individuals (A&G, 2010). Usually, left-wing individuals display higher          
concern for inequality (distributional fairness) . So, ideology is a connection of social values              
that weights opportunity cost in terms of fairness and could be discussed in this framework.               
Snycer et al (2017) did find that belonging to left-wing political parties positively affects PR. 
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Not only does the ideology variable measure one concept of fairness (“distributional            
fairness”), but it may be related to another moral foundation, which is the loyalty/subversion              
one. The issue is that in modern National States, based on market systems, redistribution is a                
function of the market. The role of government redistribution cannot be easily associated with              
fairness, unless the “rules of the game” are accepted by all players, and the rules of capitalism                 
are more frequently found unfair among individuals from the left. So, for some individuals of               
the left, to say that inequality should be decreased by the governmental action may really be a                 
form of subverting or at least strongly changing the group hierarchy. 
 
Are modern states expected to care? Modern National States do redistribute income (and             
services) based on the caring system, when they provide help for vulnerable people and social               
protection, but these reasons are not related to the fairness one. This is interesting, since we                
associate taxation and redistribution with “making incomes more equal”, while equality in the             
ancient world would be due to collective work. The ancient functions that government fulfills              
are much more related to the caring reasons that we have expanded to “broader circles” . The                 
above considerations are corroborated to the findings of Snycer et al ( 2017) that did not find                 
any relevance of “fairness” in explaining preferences for redistribution, but only of self             
interest, compassion and envyness. 
 
Finally, group/loyalty may act against national redistribution when society is very           
fragmented: individuals tend to help their own group in this situation, what can decrease              
generalized morality, what integrates the importance of race, as found by A&G. 
 
From the Evolutionary Psychology (EP) lens, for a complete characterization of an individual             
we need to specify his/her age, gender, education, health, marital status, income and social              
status, what motivated us to include health and social class in our specifications. We can only                
exclude a characteristic from the analysis after mapping the modern human task (choice             
between sharing in modern word mapped into sharing food in ancestral world) into the              
ancestral human task, and identifying which human goals (and motivation systems) are            
mostly engaged in the task (fairness and self-interest in our choice of supporting             
redistribution). Despite the literature on PR persintently including age and gender, we could             
not predict any relationship between each of this variable and PR, although the literature has               
found a positive coefficient for gender (A&G) and a positive (or u-shaped) coefficient for              
age. We will include these variables, predicting that their coefficients are not different from              
zero.  
 
We can observe that all variables discussed in the literature are coherently integrated in this               
approach, giving a coherent justification for the inclusion (or not) of the “usual”             
socio-demographic controls and for testing the role of beliefs and values. Predictions born out              
of the opportunity costs among human goals. 

III - Data and Econometric Model 

The source of the data is the sixth wave of the World Value Survey (WVS), containing, in                 
our sample 57 countries, representing almost 80,000 individuals. With the exception from            
Haiti (2016), the remaining countries have had their surveys conducted between 2010 and             
2014. 
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Our dependent variable was inspired by the work of Alesina & Giuliano (2010): it is a                
10-point Likert scale type question which asks whether the government should take full             
responsibility in order to ensure that everyone is provided for (scale value 1), or people               
should be fully responsible for it (scale value 10). For ease of interpretation of results, we                
re-coded this variable by inverting its order so that the higher its value, the stronger a                
person’s preference for redistribution. Therefore, the value of 1 in our re-coded dependent             
variable indicates a strong preference against redistribution while the value of 10 indicates a              
strong preference towards distribution. The individual responses range between these two           
extreme cases. 

Education was also changed in order to simplify its interpretation; therefore, it ranges from 1               
to 6, in which the first level is no formal education or incomplete primary school, and 6 is                  
completed college education. Concerning Family and Health variables, the higher the number            
you scored, the higher your relative importance to your family and the better health situation               
you find yourself. 

The pecuniary proxies Income and Social Class are positive related to wealth. The first states               
10 levels of income inside the respondent’s country and ask in which of them he or she is,                  
and the second one 5 social classes, with the first one the lower and the fifth one the higher.                   
The employment data at the WVS was also modified here at this work for the purpose of                 
simplicity: it was condensed into three categories, Employed (including both the part-time            
and full-time jobs and the self-employed), unemployed and other types (students, retirees,            
housewives and etc.). 

Marital status was spread into five categories: married (1), living together as married (2),              
divorced and separated (3), widowed (5) and single (6). Also, the Gender categories were (1)               
male and (2) female. Regarding more personal aspects, Ideology, Luck Vs. Effort and             
Importance of God are Likert scales, going from one to ten. The first one begins with (1) as                  
left and (10) as right, the second one, the first category (1 - Effort) states that person thinks                  
that at the long run, hard work brings a better life, and (10 - Luck) that this success is more a                     
matter of luck and connections. The last variable measures how important God is in their               
lives, stating (1) as not at all important and (10) very important. 

The last group of variables are proxies to determine the vulnerability aspects of the              
individual. Personal crime and Family crime are questions made to see if the respondent or               
any member of its closer family was victim of any crime at the 12 months prior to the survey.                   
The other one is Unsafety, that states how unsafe (due to crime) the individual felt in their                 
own homes; it goes from (1), often and (4), never. 

There are some exceptions regarding the data disposal of some variables in some countries.              
Ideology is not available for China, Jordan and Kuwait. The importance of God was not               
marked in Egypt and Kuwait.  

In our estimations, we use a pooled cross-section data for 57 countries. As explained in               
greater detail in Section 2, the independent variables included to explain variations in             
individuals’ preferences for redistribution are informed by the economics and the           
evolutionary psychology literatures. All our explanatory variables, other than age, are           
measured by sets of dummy variables. Regression analysis of a Likert scale dependent             
variable would normally require estimation of an ordered discrete choice model (i.e. ordered             
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probit / ordered logit). However because our dependent variable of preference for            
redistribution is based on a 10 point Likert scale, it mimics the behaviour of a continuous                
variable. Therefore, we apply Ordinary Least Squares to estimate the following models of             
PR: (1) Alternative specifications relating PR with individual characteristics, (2) model           
including all individual characteristics together with country specific dummies. In Model 1,            
our baseline specification includes a set of demographic and socio economic characteristics            
(Eq. 2.1.1). We extend this baseline specification by including variables measuring           
individuals’ beliefs and attitudes regarding the role of luck versus effort in life achievements;              
ideology; importance of family; religion; and crime. Each of these five sets of dummy              
variables on social value and beliefs are added separately into the baseline specification to              
observe how inclusion of each affects the coefficient estimates on individual demographic            
and socio economic characteristics. In the final specification, all these variables are combined             
under one estimation. Model 2 further builds on this by additionally including country             
dummies. These country dummies control for the unobserved country fixed effects and hence             
provide coefficient estimates based on within country variation while the former model            
provides estimates based on both between and within country variation (with equal weight of              
each). In the following section, we provide an interpretation of our results based on this               
distinction. All regression models are estimated by clustering standard errors at country level.  

IV - Results 

 
We have organized the results discussing attitudes to PR guided by self-interest, family care              
and social mobility (section IV.1), and social values and beliefs (section IV.2) related to              
fairness, sanctity and hierarchical acceptance. 
 

IV.1 - Surviving: the role of self-interest in shaping our Preferences for Redistribution 

 
Self-interest guides us in surviving, motivating our actions towards provisioning,          
self-protection and expanding our lifetime.We tested the role of self-interest in determining            
Preferences of Redistributing (PR) using household income categories, education levels,          
health status, marital status, importance of family, personal vulnerability and environmental           
safety. We also discuss social conformity, using the income and the social class variables (as               
well as education and health). 
 
Results are displayed for the pooled model (Table 2.1) and for the fixed-effect model (Table               
2.2). Each column corresponds to the specifications described in section III. 
 
Observing the results of the pooled model (Table 2.1), the higher the income the lower the                
preferences for redistribution (PR). In the basic model, individuals in the world’s mean (and              
in the median) income report 0.639 units less in their PR with respect to the poorest                
individuals (the mean income is 4.76). The highest income earners have less 1.667 units of               
PR than the poorest individuals, which is a high quantitative impact since the range of the                
variable PR is ten (10). Observing variation in preferences within countries (Table 2.2), the              
pattern is the same: the higher the income group, the lower the PR. In the basic model (Table                  
2.2, col 1), the average category displays a coefficient of -0.565 and the top ten displays a                 
coefficient of -1.330. Comparing the results from Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, we observe that               
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PR income sensitiveness is due to within-country effects, since the coefficients reported in             
each table are not statistically different from each other.   1

 
Comparing the columns in Table 2.2, the results for the bottom of the income distribution are                
most sensitive to the inclusion of ideology and religion in the model. The lowest coefficients               
for income category 2, 5 and 10, are in columns (3) , (5), and in the complete specification,                  
(7). Controlling for these variables, there is a decrease in the coefficient of PR (in absolute                
value), suggesting that the importance of God and general concerns with equality (ideology)             
makes people more inclined towards redistribution. 
 
The results are in accordance with previous literature: Alesina & Giulliano (A&G, 2010)             
found a within country coefficient of -0.258 for the four initial waves of the WVS, in which                 
one standard deviation from the income mean would decrease PR by 0.196. His mean income               
individual would have less -0.508 units of PR. In our within-fixed estimation (Table 2.2, col               
1), our mean income individual (category 5) would also have less -0.565 units of PR. This                
suggests that preferences for redistribution have not changed in time, since we use the most               
recent wave. 
 
Dion & Birchfield (D&G, 2010) were also concerned with distinguishing between and            
within results. Since, in the case of income, we found that the within-country results were               
more relevant, it explains why the coefficient of their between and within-country effects             
models are similar (0.36 and 0.28, respectively, observing that this is a rough calculation,              
due to the differences in model specifications, data and scale). Their coefficients imply             
smaller income sensitivity than ours and match our sensitivity for categories 3 and 4.  
 
 

1 The 95% confidence intervals for the coefficients on each income category in the pooled and within group 
estimations overlap. 
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Guillard (2013) has used ordered logit estimation and we agree with the results that PR’s               
income sensitivities are not linear, decreasing for upper categories. The sensitivity of his             
result is higher, but his sample only includes richer democracies than the WVS sample. It is                
important to recall that Guillard (2013) interprets their coefficients as not corroborating the             
linear negative function usually predicted by theoretical discussions based on the MR model.  
 
We concluded that our econometric specifications were more useful to distinguish between            
the original source of PRs income sensitivity - if from within-country effects or from              
between-country effects. We also showed that the non-linearities of income sensitivities were            
richer than what was previously discovered. Finally, judging from (A&G) estimation, there            
was no change in the average sensitivity among years. 

Table 2.1 does not show that PR responds to social class, but when we control for the fixed                  
effects, in Table 2.2 (both in the basic equation (1) and in the complete one (7)), individuals                 
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from social classes 3, 4 and 5 have lower PR than the lower classes individuals. Considering                
that we are controlling for income, it seems that the wish to climb the ladder strongly affects                 
PR in the middle and upper classes (but not in the top ten).  
 
The effect of education is not completely dazzled by income, as we can observe by the                
negative coefficients of the PR educational sensitivities in some educational levels (Table 2.1,             
col 1 and 7). The results are not linear: complete primary degree and complete secondary               
degree show an equal and higher negative coefficient than the reference category (no formal              
education or incomplete primary). Complete technical secondary degree and complete          
university degree show the same PR than the referential category. At incomplete university             
levels we found the highest (absolute value) coefficient for PRs.  
 
The within-country results (Table 2.2, cols 1 and 7) are only significantly negative for              
complete academic secondary levels and incomplete university levels. Comparing the          
differences in statistical significance and magnitude of the coefficients in these tables, the             
main source of variation comes from between-country effects, and are probably explained by             
a compositional effect: countries with fewer average years of education have lower variance             
among their individuals, what would imply a not statistical significance in any relationship             
with the bottom educational groups in the within-country results. In the within-country            
results, we would observe, on average, higher inequality in the individual years of education              
in higher categories, which is exactly what our results show, since categories 4 and 5 display                
significant coefficients. Interestingly, and in accordance with the literature, the complete           
university degree either does not show any difference in PR, with respect to the referencial               
category.  
 
The within group quantitative effect is much smaller than the results from (A&G) for the               
WVS. The within-country effect coefficient on education from D&B is not significantly            
different from zero, since their results are estimated on the average level of education. With               
this set of results and previous literature, we conclude that educational status is a good proxy                
for social mobility, and, accordingly with the POUM hypothesis, mobility expectations make            
us averse to redistribution, since we will not want to pay higher taxes in the future. At very                  
low levels of education, the expected mobility should be null, and self-interest will incline              
individuals towards redistribution. Completing the secondary school and joining a university           
would turn on status driven motivations. 
  
It is quite interesting to comment on the results from Guillard (2013), who found that more                
skilled and specialized occupational groups have lower preferences for redistribution, what is            
interpreted as not only the effect of social mobility, but also the effect of risk aversion. 
 
We tested self-interest with health, which is a variable not so much used in this literature,                
while it is considerably very reliable by the Economics of Health literature. The overall effect               
of this variable is quite strong: a report of poor health status explains almost ten percent of                 
the range of PR.  
 
The health sensitivities of preferences for redistribution are negative, since the poorer the             
health status, the higher (in absolute value) the coefficient of PR (Table 2.1, cols 1 and 7 ).                  
The within-country results show the same negative relationship between PR and health            
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(Table 2.2, cols 1 and 7). The results are very robust in both tables, and important in                 
magnitude. 
 
Comparing the differences in coefficients between both tables, the within-effect would be            
responsible for 37% of the variation in PR. The higher between effect is also probably due to                 
the compositional effect due to  health country differences. 
 
We include marital status among our surviving issues, since we have assumed higher             
concerns with the direct family than with more distant relatives. Married people should have              
lower preferences for redistribution with respect to non-married people, since maintenance of            
long term relationships is costly. Since our income variable is household income, we were not               
expecting differences in PR. 
 
Observing the results for marital status in Table 2.1, cols 1 and 7, our predictions were                
wrong: married people and divorced/separated individuals have the same PR. Widowed           
individuals prefer 0.247 units more of PR. Another interesting result is for marital status              
category 2, which records the answers to “living together as married”, that behave differently              
from married people. 
 

Family values sensitivities are displayed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, columns (4) and (7). The               
results are only statistically different in column (4) of Table 2.1, which captures the total               
effect of the variable. The positive and statistically significant estimate on Family3 in Table              
2.1 (col 4) contradicts our predictions and the findings of (A&G), but we consider this result                
as not robust because the coefficients on family dummies lose significance in the complete              
specification (col 7) and when unobserved country effects are controlled for. 
 
We have included two other categories to discuss vulnerability: crime related variables and             
employment status. 
 
Only the within-country results were significant for employment status, showing a positive            
effect of being employed, compared to less secure occupational status, with respect to PR              
(Table 2.2, col 1 and col 7). The unemployed have the same PR than individuals in lower                 
safety occupational levels. The magnitude of the coefficient does not imply significant            
quantitative results. 
 
For discussing crime, we have investigated person or family experience of crime and the              
perceived safety of the neighbourhood. Person experience with crime makes us, surprisingly,            
more averse to redistribution, when total effects are estimated Table 2.1, column (6). In Table               
2.2, col 6, the within-country effect predicts, on the other hand, that when family experiences               
crime, there is higher aversion to redistribution. The magnitude of both effects are small.              
None of the environmental variables were significant. 
 
We finally want to investigate the role of gender and age in self-interest. The results of the                 
literature usually shows a positive coefficient for women and a negative coefficient for age. 
In Table 2.1 and in Table 2.2, we do not observe any role for gender, in accordance with our                   
prediction. Age showed a similar coefficient than the one found in the literature, but mainly               
in Table 2.1. In Table 2.2, it is only significant in the complete specification (7), but also with                  
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small sensitivity. Only after reaching 70 years old you would change your PR in 1 unit (in                 
10). The within-results (Table 2.2) are even less sensitive to age.  
 
Concluding, our concern with the non-linearities and lack of uniformity among categories led             
us to observe a much more subtle pattern of PR sensitivity for education, marital status and,                
specially, for household income. The inclusion and the same concern with non-linearities            
brought interesting results for health status and social class. The comparison among our             
results and the literature allow us to understand some of our differences, making comparison              
possible, while highlighting similarities that encourages us to further investigate the evolution            
(or not) of the sensitivities. 
 
The concern with between, within and total effects will guide us in checking if country-level               
results are driven by compositional effects or if there are some causal relationships at the               
country level, that, for example, would explain differences in incentives among countries. 
 
The motivation to include health and social class came from our integrated approach, and we               
could predict and explain the non-linearities more precisely. We specially were able to             
predict the not significant coefficient of gender. 
 

IV.2 - Social Values and Beliefs 

In this section we discuss values from four fundamental human tasks: redistributing resources             
and dealing with social hierarchies - beliefs about luck and effort and ideology. We also               
discuss the importance of belief in God, as the source of social values. 

Belief that outcomes in life are a function of luck or effort is considered an important                
determinant of the perception of fairness in redistribution. Results for the impact of these              
beliefs on PR are in Table.2.1 and Table 2.2, columns (2) and (7), showing mainly within                
effects.  

When an individual slightly decreases his beliefs in effort (luck 2, Table 2.2, col 7), his PR                 
luck effort sensitivity decreases (in absolute value) by 0.167. It continues to decrease as luck               
increasingly replaces effort as the believed source of fortunes. Our results are different from              
the negative coefficient of Corneo & Gruner (2010), for “hardworking”, also differing from             
the small positive magnitude found by A&G (0.076). Once more, the presence of             
non-linearities are important to understand the support for redistribution. 

We also find that ideology is a very important determinant of PR (Tables 2.1 and 2.2,                
columns (3 and 7)). Category 10 includes the results for individuals that disagree that the               
government should change inequality, while category 1 shows the highest importance for            
government intervention to decrease inequality. This variable is a reasonable proxy for the             
direct effect of inequality in the utility function. Results show that the lower the agreement               
with government intervention in market distribution, the lower the individual PR. However,            
the relative aversion to inequality only starts in category (3), although it would still be               
associated with the political left. Similarly pattern holds for the within-effects. 

Finally, we observe the set of answers with respect to the importance of God (Tables.2.1 and                
2.2, columns (5) and (7)). The first interesting result is that all significant results are               
within-country effects. The coefficient is only significantly different from zero at moderate            
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levels of importance (i.e. levels 4 to 8, with stronger significance at levels 6 and 7 (col5)). At                  
very weak and strong levels, the effects of the importance of God are similar. The importance                
of God decreases PR at categories 3, 4 and 8, and has a stronger (negative) effect on                 
categories 6 and 7, except in the highest level of importance. 

Once more, departing from the existence of non-linearities was critical to our conclusion,             
which reopens the need to check the importance of religion, luck and effort and ideology.               
The identification of the source of variation was fruitful for the importance of God, which               
reveals stronger within-effects. More importantly, fairness does play a role in supporting            
preferences for redistribution, through ideology or beliefs, while the importance of God            
changes individuals' attitudes. 

 

V- Conclusion 

Social Sciences research would benefit from an ongoing attempt to integrate Sciences, called             
Unified Integrated Theory, which uses Evolutionary Psychology as a reference. In this way,             
inclusion of variables and their predictions would have a more clear guidance. The role of               
beliefs and the very definition of ideology and culture deserve an explanation which are aims               
of this framework. 

The literature on Preferences for Redistribution, which has been impressively contributing to            
the task of decreasing income inequality, needs to be aware of the nonlinearities from the               
inclusion of categorical variables, as well as, following the approach of Dion & Birchfield              
(2010), needs to distinguish between total, between and within-country effects. Our results            
identified important nonlinearities especially in income, while have identified that the           
within-effects were paramount for the results from the individual variables (with the            
exception of education, health and marital status). 

Our results are in accordance with previous literature that found that the higher the income,               
the lower the acceptance of a redistributive policy. The same is true for social class and                
health, which were inclusions guided by our framework. These results once more highlight             
the importance of self-interest and the human choice of sharing, as in Snycer et al (2017). 

Comparing the results for income, social class and education, we conclude that the wish to               
climb the income ladder is higher in middle to upper middle classes. Deciding where to               
self-position oneself in social hierarchies is another important task for humans, as found in              
Snycer et al (2017) through the role of envyness. As we have predicted, age and gender are                 
not statistically significant, while employment status and safety related variables were not            
robust. We fail in our predictions for marital status and the importance of family. The results                
for marital status further reinforces the role of the more vulnerable in redistribution.  

Contrary to Snycer et al (2017), we do find a role of fairness (distributional fairness) through                
the importance of ideology, captured by aversion to inequality. Beliefs that luck and/or effort              
affects life outcomes are also a fairness consideration and have a role in attitudes toward               
redistribution, although not the one we predicted. Snycer et al (2017) did find this result since                
individuals from left wing political parties showed higher PR in their experiment.  

The moral foundation of sanctity affects preferences for redistribution measured by the            
strength of the Importance of God.  
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